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Abstract
This paper compares the concept pair indexing/flagging with the well-known concept pair head/dependent marking that is widely used in typology. It shows that a general concept of flagging (comprising case and adpositional marking) is needed, and it sketches the advantages of the indexing concept over the older idea of “person agreement”. It then points out that the notions of head and dependent are hard to define (apart from the two basic domains of clauses and nominals), and that the head/dependent marking typology does not take the function of syntactic relation markers into account. On a functional view, both flags and indexes can be seen as role-identifiers, as opposed to concordants (attributive agreement markers). After discussing three further issues with the head/dependent marking typology, involving construct markers, concordants, and cross-indexes, I conclude that the concept pair indexing/flagging is more suitable for typological purposes than head/dependent marking.
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1 Comparative concepts for cross-linguistic grammatical comparison

Over the last few decades, we have come to understand the extent of the grammatical differences between languages much better, due in large measure to our ability to compare language structures through comparative concepts. We have been able to identify a substantial number of grammatical universals in the wake of Greenberg (1963), and the increasingly shared vocabulary for highly similar grammatical phenomena in languages from around the world makes it more and more useful for researchers working on different continents to communicate with each other and to compare the patterns of their languages.

But quite a few conceptual unclarities remain, and this paper addresses one core area of grammar where I think that more work on terminological and conceptual
clarification is useful: argument marking via PERSON INDEXES and via FLAGS (case-markers and adpositions), as well as the well-known terms head marking and dependent marking. My ultimate interest is in identifying potential universals and how they might be explained, though better comparisons are also likely to lead to better descriptions of individual languages, often by adopting terms that are well-known from research on universals and cross-linguistic patterns. Since the concepts of head marking and dependent marking were originally proposed by Nichols (1986; 1992) in the context of claims about universal tendencies, and these concepts have become widely known, I think that they deserve careful critical examination.1

But in a sense, the main purpose of this paper is to introduce and discuss the relatively new terms index and flag. Apart from head marking and dependent marking, the literature also often uses the term pair agreement and case in a very similar sense (e.g. Siewierska & Bakker, 2009; Baker, 2013), so I will also explain how flagging and indexing relate to these terms.

The main argumentative thrust of the paper is the contention that the concepts (and terms) indexing and flagging are better suited for typological comparison than Nichols’s head/dependent marking, for a variety of reasons. But I do not want to say that head and dependent marking are entirely useless. If defined clearly, this term pair may well continue to play an important role. In general, there are many different comparative concepts that can be useful, and once they are all defined clearly, they can coexist happily and be used side by side.

The current paper will say more about flagging than about indexing because indexing has been dealt with in some detail in an earlier paper (Haspelmath, 2013).

2 Some examples of argument marking by flagging and indexing

Let us begin with some straightforward examples. In many languages, A-arguments and/or P-arguments of verbs are coded by case-markers or adpositions occurring on the argument nominals, and S-arguments are also occasionally coded by flags. Some examples are given in (1a-c), where the flags are boldfaced.

(1) a. Czech
   Dív-k-a  viděl-a babič-k-u.
girl-NOM saw grandma-ACC
   ‘The girl saw grandma.’

b. Lezgian
   Ruš-a  gada-diz  cūk-Ø ga-na.
girl-ERG boy-DAT flower give-PST
   ‘The girl gave a flower to the boy.’

c. Creek
   ifā-t  pó:si  lást-t-n  ā:ssi:c-īs
dog-NOM cat black-DUR-OBL chase-IND
   ‘The dog is chasing the black cat.’ (Martin, 2011, p. 22)

Adnominal possessors (adpossessors) are also often flagged, as in (2a-b).
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(2) a. English
the centre [of the town]

b. Mandarin Chinese
nòngmín de fāngzi
farmer GEN house
‘the farmer’s house’

Indexing of arguments is just as common in the world’s languages. In particular, we find indexing of S- and A-arguments of verbs (cf. 3a-b), but also indexing of P-arguments (4a-c).

(3) a. Mauwake (Trans-New Guinea)
umi-nen ‘I will die’
umi-nan ‘you will die’
umi-non ‘s/he will die’ (Berghäll, 2015, p. 150)

b. Pite Saami (Uralic)
buold-av ‘I burn’
buold-a ‘you burn’
bualld-a ‘s/he burns’ (Wilburm 2014, p. 162)

(4) a. French
je te vois ‘I see you’
je le vois ‘I see him’
je les vois ‘I see them’

b. Kham (Tibeto-Burman)
səres-na-ke-o ‘he recognized me (-na)’
səres-ni-ke-o ‘he recognized you (-ni)’
YA-səres-ke-o ‘he recognized them (ya-)’ (Watters, 2002, p. 79)

c. Manam (Oceanic) (Lichtenberk, 1983, pp. 124-125)
di-te-a
3PL.SBJ.RL-see-1SG.OBJ ‘they saw me’
i-teʔa mañana
3SG.SBJ.RL-see-2PL.OBJ ‘he saw you (PL)’
iʔiŋ-ʔa
3SG.SBJ.RL-pinch-1SG.OBJ ‘he pinched me’

uʔiŋ-i
1SG.SBJ.RL-pinch-3SG.OBJ ‘I pinched him’

Similarly, adpossessors are often indexed on their possessed nouns, as in (5a-c).

(5) a. Yucatec Maya
a k’iába ‘your name’
u k’äaba’ ‘his name’ (Lehmann, 2002, pp. 32-33)

b. Standard Arabic
kitaab-ii ‘my book’
kitaabu-ka ‘your book’
kitaabu-hu ‘his book’

c. Toqabaqita (Oceanic)
thata-ku ‘my name’
thata-mu ‘your name’
thata-na ‘his/her name’ (Lichtenberk, 2008, p. 388)

With these examples in mind, we can consider the definitions of the comparative concepts FLAG and PERSON INDEX:

(6) flag
A flag is a bound form that occurs on a nominal and that indicates the semantic or syntactic role of the nominal with respect to a verb (in a clause) or with respect to a possessed noun (in a complex nominal).

(7) person index (=bound person marker)
A person index is a bound form denoting a speech role or a highly accessible third person referent that occurs on a verb (or in second position) to indicate a verb’s argument, or on a noun to indicate its possessor.

The terms flagging and (person) indexing (or indexation) can be used collectively, to refer to the set of flags and indexes that a language uses, just as the term case-marking can be used to refer to the set of case-markers, or tense-marking can be used to refer to the set of tense-markers. But they can also be used for the corresponding grammatical processes (e.g. “flagging happens through monosyllabic prefixes”). The verbs to flag and to index can be used in the senses ‘to mark by a flag’ and ‘to mark by a person index’, respectively. For example, one can say that the subject is nominative-flagged in Czech (cf. 1a), or that the object is indexed by person proclitics in French (cf. 4a). The next section will give further motivation for the relatively new term flag.

Together, flagging and indexing can be called argument marking (or argument coding), as in the heading of this section. An argument may be marked on the verb (or an adpossessor on the possessed noun) by an index, or an argument nominal may be marked by a flag occurring on it. A flag may also be used to mark a modifier (e.g. a locational or a temporal expression), but indexes are generally restricted to arguments.

### 3 Flags: Case-markers and/or adpositions

In the typological literature, it is quite common to find the complex disjunctive term “case-markers and/or adpositions” to refer to a range of markers that play very similar roles and that are hard to keep apart.

(8) a. ... the ways in which core argument noun phrases are marked – by means of morphological case or adpositions – to indicate which particular core argument position they occupy. (Comrie, 2005, p. 398)
b. There are three basic ways of marking the function of a core argument. (i) By choice from a system of case affixes or clitics, or by an adposition ... (Dixon, 2010, p. 125)

c. The distinction between various forms of dependent marking (adpositions, clitics and affixes) is irrelevant for present purposes (Lestrade, 2015, p. 105).

The term flag is much more convenient for markers of this kind than the complex expression “case-marker and/or adposition”, at least in a world-wide context. Of course, in Indo-European languages such as Greek or Czech, cases and prepositions are quite distinct classes of markers, and in these languages, the traditional terms case and preposition can of course be used as before. It is primarily in a typological context that flagging is more convenient (and will also turn out to be more suitable than dependent-marking, in sections 6-10 below).

But my argument goes beyond terminological convenience. “Case-markers” and “adpositions” are not only very similar, but it is also very unclear how they could be distinguished consistently as comparative concepts. A practical way to make the distinction would be through the spelling: Case-markers are forms that are written jointly with their hosts, while adpositions are written separately. But this will not satisfy most linguists, because spelling conventions are generally regarded as being independent of the spoken language system. Moreover, some adpositions are sometimes written together with part of their host, and sometimes separately (e.g. Italian alla donna ‘to the woman’, a Paola [appa’ola] ‘to Paola’). Another way to distinguish them would be to say that case-markers are AFFIXES (or stem-changing operations), while adpositions are SEPARATE WORDS. But this does not solve the problem, because there is no consistent way in which words and morphological formatives (= affixes) can be distinguished across languages (Haspelmath, 2011). In many cases, different criteria give different results, and no set of necessary and jointly sufficient criteria for wordhood has been found (whether for grammatical wordhood or for phonological wordhood). That case-markers and adpositions are hard to distinguish has been the general view in typology for quite some time, as seen in the quotations in (9).

(9) a. The distinction between case-marking and other adpositions seems to be a somewhat arbitrary one. (Schachter, 1985, p. 36)

b. Although one can easily separate different layers of case marking in a particular language, as in Hindi for instance, it can be difficult to determine whether a single layer of case marking in a particular language is affixal or adpositional. (Blake, 1994, p. 11)

c. In the search for typological generalizations concerning spatial cases in the narrow sense of this term, one must always keep in mind that there is some degree of arbitrariness in the distinction between cases affixes and adpositions (Creissels, 2009b, p. 611)
The conclusion to give up the distinction was formulated clearly by Zwicky (1992, p. 370): “Everything you can do with adpositions you can do with case inflections, and vice versa”. Thus, we clearly need a general term, and flag is the obvious choice.4

However, at this point I should mention two research traditions in which case and adpositions have been explicitly distinguished, or at least an attempt has been made to distinguish them. First, in mainstream generative syntax, many authors have tried to use language-particular criteria for distinguishing case-markers from adpositions. Thus, Baker & Kramer (2014) argue that Amharic preposed flags like kä- ‘from’, lä- ‘to’, wäda ‘to’, which are cognate with Arabic Prepositions, are in fact case markers rather than adpositions.5 They observe that these forms behave like the accusative case marker -n, and unlike postposed adpositions (like sɨr ‘under’), in that (i) they show some phonological interaction with their host, (ii) they cannot have scope over two conjoined nominals, and (iii) they can occur on more than one pre-nominal adjective. This argumentation is potentially convincing if one assumes (as Baker & Kramer evidently do) that the categories “adposition” and “case marker” exist in advance of language acquisition and analysis (as natural kinds, belonging to the innate universal grammar), so that it makes sense to use different symptoms in different languages to identify the categories (cf. Haspelmath, 2015). Once one drops this assumption (cf. Haspelmath, 2007), it is no longer legitimate to consider different diagnostics in different languages. Cross-linguistic concepts need to be identified in the same way in all languages.

Second, a number of authors (most notably Andrew Spencer) have argued that case should be primarily regarded as a feature (in the sense of Corbett, 2012), not a type of formative. In languages with inflection classes requiring different case-markers for different classes of nouns, there is no single form associated with a case function. For example, the Dative case of Russian nouns has quite diverse realizations, as seen in (10), but all these forms share the same Dative function. This situation cannot be easily described by means of a notion of “case-marker” (because the formatives are different for different nouns) unless one accepts great complications, and one clearly needs a more abstract feature that is realized by different forms for the different feature values (Corbett, 2012, section 1.1).

(10) Russian Nominative and Dative case forms

a. mal'čik mal'čik-u ‘boy’
b. devušk-a devušk-e ‘girl’
c. novost’ novost-i ‘news’
d. mal’čik-i mal’čik-am ‘boys’
e. ja mne ‘I’

Andrew Spencer has suggested (e.g. Spencer & Otoguro, 2005; Spencer, 2008; 2009) that in languages where a case exponent always has the same shape and does not cumulate with other information, as in Hungarian and Japanese, one should not speak of case, but rather of “clitic adpositions” (Spencer, 2009, p. 186). This is an interesting suggestion, but de facto, the term “case” is very widely used for suffixes (formatives written jointly) that do not vary in shape, as in Iggesen (2005), cited approvingly by Corbett (2012, section 5.5).6 I do not know of any counts of languages with a case feature according to Spencer’s and Corbett’s criteria for recognizing features, but it appears that such languages are quite rare, and are prominent primarily because they are well-known from Indo-European languages. Spencer’s proposal for distinguishing between case features and adpositions is at variance with the usual terminological
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practice, and it may be taken as underscoring the need for a general term that encompasses all kinds of flags (of the case-feature type, of the affixal Hungarian type, and of the adpositional type).

Before concluding this section, let me say a few more words on the terms “bound”, “marker”, “nominal”, “occur on”, and “syntactic role” which appear in the definition in (6), and which may not be immediately clear.

• A bound form is a form that cannot occur in isolation (cf. Haspelmath, 2013, pp. 212-213). For adpositions expressing fairly concrete meanings such as ‘above’ or ‘against’, one may wonder whether they should count as expressing grammatical meaning. I know of no good way of distinguishing between grammatical and lexical meaning, so I use the boundness criterion: If a form can occur isolation, it does not count as a flag according to (6).

• A nominal is an expression that can serve as a verbal argument and that can occur on its own, i.e. what is also commonly called a “noun phrase” (including independent personal pronouns, but not bound person forms).

• “Occurring on a nominal” means that the flag’s host is the entire nominal or (at least) one of its parts, e.g. the noun (as with some flags that are generally called “cases”), or the first element of the nominal. A flag may also occur on multiple parts of a nominal (“case agreement”).

• A syntactic role is a set of arguments that are coded (= flagged and indexed) in the same way, with a semantic role at their core (e.g. “(direct) object”, which has the semantic role of patient as its core).

4 Indexing: Bound person markers

Bound person forms like those in (3)-(5) roughly correspond to head-marking in Nichols’s typology, but they are also often called “agreement markers” in the literature. For example, in the Spanish forms in (11), the subject indexes -o, -es, -e are said to exhibit “agreement”.

(11) quier-o ‘I love’ (or ‘I want’)
quier-es ‘you love’
quier-e ‘she loves’

But there is no overt agreement controller, so this would be a kind of virtual agreement, with a zero pronominal subject. There is no evidence that such a zero element is present, and it seems that this kind of description is primarily motivated by the analogy with languages like German, which indeed have obligatory personal pronoun subjects and person indexes on the verb.

(12) ich lieb-e ‘I love’
du lieb-st ‘you love’
sie lieb-t ‘she loves’

But Spanish is not German, and it is much more straightforward to say that the person indexes -o, -es, -e are themselves the arguments. It is true that a person index can cooccur with a conominal (la mujer quier-e ‘the woman loves’), and the conominal may be a personal pronoun (tú quier-es ‘YOU love’), but even when the index is first or
second person, the conominal may be a full nominal (e.g. *las mujeres quer-emos justicia* [the women want-1PL justice] ‘we women want justice’). Thus, saying that the verb virtually agrees with a zero personal pronoun is very strange.

A well-known alternative is that the bound person forms are themselves the arguments (the BOUND-ARGUMENT view, e.g. Van Valin, 2013). However, there is no general agreement about the status of the conominal, and it is strange to simply say (as is commonly done) that it is “in position”. In Haspelmath (2013, section 5), I noted serious problems with the traditional virtual-agreement view and the more recent bound-argument view, and I suggested that a third view fares best: the subject argument is DOUBLY EXPRESSED when there is a conominal (as in *la mujer quier-e*, where the two forms expressing the subject are boldfaced).

Following Lazard (1998), I proposed the term *person index* (plural: *person indexes*) for bound person markers, regardless of their status with respect to the issue of virtual agreement or bound arguments. One can distinguish between three types of indexes: CROSS-INDEXES, which may but need not cooccur with a conominal (like Spanish *-es* in 13a), GRAMM-INDEXES, which must cooccur with a conominal (like German *-st* in 13b), and PRO-INDEXES, which cannot cooccur with a conominal (like Standard French *tu* in 13c).

(13) a. Spanish
   
   *(tú)* quier-*es*
   
   I want-2SG
   
   ‘you want’ (or ‘YOU want’)

(14) b. German
   
   *du* will-*st*/ *willst*
   
   you want-2SG
   
   ‘you want’

(12) c. French
   
   *tu*= veux / *toi tu veux*
   
   2SG= want
   
   ‘you want’

Of these three types, the first (cross-indexes) is by far the most common with subjects and objects. Gramm-indexes as in German are very rare in the world’s languages, and are attested only for subject indexes (Siewierska, 1999). In adpossession constructions, both cross-indexes (14a) and pro-indexes (14b) are found as well (I am not aware of possessive gramm-indexes).

(14) a. Welsh (King, 1993, p. 81)
   
   *ei=phlant* *(hi)*
   
   3SG.F.POSS=children she
   
   ‘her children’

(14) b. Arabic
   
   *kitaabu-hu* / *kitaabu-hu huwa*
   
   book-3SG.POSS
   
   ‘his book’
As Siewierska (1999, pp. 228-230) notes, there are quite a few person indexes that cannot be readily put into any of these classes, so we really need the general term *person index*. For example, the Toqabaqita person indexes cannot be conominated by independent personal pronouns (cf. 15a), but their conominal can be a full nominal (cf. 15b). They are thus intermediate between pro-indexes and cross-indexes.

(15) Toqabaqita (Lichtenberk, 2008, pp. 380-381)

a. gwau-ku (*nau)
   head-1SG.POSS 1SG.NOM
   ‘my head’

b. nuu-na teqe wane
   picture-3SG.POSS one man
   ‘picture of a man’

5 Head and dependent marking

Before comparing indexing and flagging with head and dependent marking, I need to describe these latter notions briefly. Nichols & Bickel (2005c, p. 106) characterize head and dependent marking (or MARKING LOCUS) as follows:

In any kind of phrase, overt morphosyntactic marking reflecting the syntactic relations within the phrase may be located on the head of the phrase, on a non-head (i.e. on a dependent), on both, or on neither. In possessive phrases, the possessed noun is head and the possessor is dependent. ... In clauses, the arguments are dependents and the verb is the head.

In one way, this definition is somewhat broader than the original definition in Nichols (1986, pp. 56-57), where the marking was said to be *morphological*. By “morphosyntactic marking”, Nichols & Bickel apparently want to include non-affixal bound markers as well (though they do not specify that the markers need to be bound; they explicitly include markers which are “separate words” in Nichols & Bickel, 2005a, p. 102). I am not aware of any justification for this broadening, but it is quite likely that Nichols & Bickel adopted the broader definition because “affixes” and “non-affixes” are very hard to distinguish, and they wanted to include adpositions as well.

In another way, the characterization from 2005 is narrower, because it includes only verb-argument and noun-possessor relations. Nichols (1986, p. 57) included the six relations in Table 1 in her discussion.

| Table 1. Head-dependent constructions with different marking patterns  
| (Nichols, 1986) |
|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| level            | head             | dependent        |
| phrase           | possessed noun   | possessor        |
|                  | noun             | modifying adjective |
|                  | adposition       | complement of adposition |
| clause           | predicate        | arguments and adjuncts |
Nichols & Bickel (2005a-c) do not say that they exclude the other four, but they only discuss (a) and part of (d) (predicate and arguments) in their *WALS* chapters. Clearly, in the 2005 version, head marking has become fairly similar to indexing, and dependent marking has become very similar to flagging.

In the following sections, I will compare the two concept pairs *head/dependent marking* and *indexing/flagging*, and I will give some reasons for preferring indexing and flagging for language typology.

6 Indexing/flagging does not require the abstract categories “head” and “dependent”

The head/dependent marking typology first of all relies on the notions of head and dependent. Nichols (1986, p. 57) thought that “linguists of divergent theoretical persuasions are in almost complete agreement as to what is the head and what is the non-head in a given construction”, but this was overly optimistic even at that time. Until the 1970s (before Jackendoff’s (1977) detailed proposal for a uniform description of NP, VP and AP in English), not even the term “head” was widely used by syntacticians, let alone “dependent”, a term that was basically introduced by Nichols, though the notion of a dependency relation linking arguments (“actants”) to verbs and modifiers (“circumstants”) to nouns and verbs was of course crucial to the dependency grammar tradition since Tesnière (1959) and Hays (1964). However, while there was indeed widespread agreement that nouns had a special role in nominals (“noun phrases”) and verbs had a very similar special role in clauses or “verb phrases”, the agreement among linguists never went much further. How to treat verbal auxiliaries, determiners, subordinators and even adpositions was never quite clear, because the basic intuition was apparently semantic: The head word is the word that is semantically the most important word, i.e. the verb in the clause and the noun in the nominal (cf. Croft’s 2001, Ch. 7 notions of “profile equivalent” and “primary information-bearing unit”). But by this criterion, the head of an adpositional phrase would be the nominal, not the adposition, and auxiliary verbs would not be heads either. Nichols (1986) mentions the criteria of government, subcategorization, and category determination, but she does not explain these further. After Zwicky (1985) and Corbett et al. (1993), there have been few general discussions of the notions of head and dependent by advocates of these notions, and no consensus has been reached. Croft (1996; 2001, Ch. 7) provides a thorough discussion of syntactic headhood and concludes that it is not a coherent concept that can be applied consistently. The later history of generative grammar has of course extended the use of the “head” concept (though not the use of the “dependent” concept) enormously, by introducing a large number of functional and entirely abstract heads, a development that has muddied the waters further.

Thus, nobody knows how to identify heads and dependents in such a way that other linguists would agree, even if only agreement in broad terms is aimed for. It seems that there is no good foundation for building any larger generalizations on these notions.

The advantage of the notions of flagging and indexing is thus clear: They are not based on unclear concepts, but on concepts such as “verb”, “noun”, “nominal”, “argument”, “possessor”, which are clearly defined by their semantic cores. If head-
marking were confined to the notions of “head verb” in a clause and “head noun” in a nominal, as seems to be the case in more recent work by Nichols & Bickel (see section 5), then the problems with a general “head” notion would not arise, and head-marking would become more similar to indexing.

7 The function of syntactic relation markers

Another issue with the head/dependent marking typology is that it is quite unrelated to functional considerations, whereas the indexing and flagging notions are functionally grounded. As a reviewer notes, this is not a strong argument against the head/dependent-marking distinction – it could be that both concept pairs play a role in typology, the more abstract head/dependent marking and the more functionally grounded indexing/flagging. But as I noted in §1, it is not my purpose to demolish the head/dependent distinction. My primary goal is to highlight some of the differences between the two concept pairs.

As is nicely explained by Lehmann (1983; 1985), syntactic relations are best thought of as grounded in the semantic relationality of the basic elements that are combined in syntax. In expressions such as (16) and (17), there is one element that is semantically relational or incomplete (printed in boldface), and thus requires (and lets the hearer expect) another element. Verbs (see 16a) require arguments (mostly subjects and objects), and inalienable possessed nouns (see 16b) require an adpossession (adnominal possessor).

(16) verbs and nouns taking arguments
   a. Lia – [chased] – Rob
   b. Pat’s – [father]

(verbals arguments)
(adpossession arguments)

Adjectival modifiers (see 17a) require a noun to modify (a modificatum), and adverbial modifiers (in 17b) require a verb to modify.

(17) modifiers taking modificata
   a. cold [ ] – water
   b. run [ ]quickly

(adjectival modifier)
(adverbial modifier)

In (16) and (17), empty slots of relational elements are symbolized by “[ ]”, and syntactic relations are shown by a dash. Nouns such as Lia, Pat and water are absolute, and thus do not require anything to fill a slot. The syntactic relations come about when a relational element is combined with a non-relational element, or with an element whose slots are filled otherwise (e.g. Pat’s father chased Lia).

Lehmann distinguishes between “government” relations, as in (16), and modification relations, as in (17). They are easy to distinguish, because the “governees” (or arguments) are nominals, while the modificata are nouns (within the same nominal) or verbs. I agree with Lehmann that these are the two basic syntactic relations, though I talk about argument relations instead of “government”.14

With these concepts in place, we can now ask how the argument relations and modification relations are coded in grammars. One difference between argument relations and modification relations is that there may be multiple arguments of a single verb or noun, while a modifier has only a single modificatum (cf. Lehmann 1983; 1985). Hence, for arguments, it is useful to have markers that serve as role-identifiers. For modifiers, by contrast, it is sufficient if the marking shows that the
modifier and the modificatum belong together. Languages like to do this via CONCORDANTS (concord markers), i.e. grammatical elements that reflect a feature of an associated element (traditionally known as “attributive agreement markers”). Three example sentences illustrating the coding of argument and modification relations are given in (18)-(19).

(18) a1. Swahili: role-identifiers SBJ and OBJ (indexes)

   *ni-li-ku-ona*

   1SG.SBJ-PST-2SG.OBJ-see

   ‘I saw you.’

(18) a2. Latin: role-identifiers NOM and ACC (flags)

   *Marc-us Tit-um vidi-t.*

   Marcus-NOM Titus-ACC saw-3SG

   ‘Marcus saw Titus.’

(18) b1. Arabic: role-identifier POSS (index)

   *kitaabu-hu*

   book-3SG.POSS

   ‘his book’

(18) b2. Lezgian: role-identifier GEN (flag)

   Zamira-din k’waler

   Zamira-GEN house

   ‘Zamira’s house’

(19) German: concordant N.SG

   a. *kalt-es Wasser*

   cold-N.SG water(N).SG

   ‘cold water’

(19) b. English: concordant PL

   *these tree-s*

   this.PL tree-PL

Role-identifiers must occur on the arguments, because it is the arguments that can occupy diverse roles. For concordants, it is less clear where they should occur, on the modifier or on the modificatum. But we know what languages often do: They group nouns into gender classes (Corbett, 1991), which are reflected on their modifiers via concordants attached to them.15

From this functional point of view, the main bifurcation in grammatical marking is thus between role-identifiers and concordants, not between head-located markers and dependent-located markers. Within the group of role-identifiers, we can further distinguish between indexes and flags, as visualized in (20).

(20) syntactic relation markers

   concordants  role-identifiers
A similar point has been made by Croft (1988, p. 174; 2001, section 5.4.1), who distinguishes between INDEXICAL and RELATIONAL coding of syntactic dependencies, and by Plank (1995, section 3.1), who distinguishes between RELATEDNESS-INDICATION (= indication of belonging together via a concordant on the modifier) and RELATIONSHIP-IDENTIFICATION (= role-identification).\footnote{16}

In the following two subsections (sections 8-9), we will see how these considerations help us understand significant differences between head/dependent marking and indexing/flagging.

## 8 Indexing does not include construct markers

In Nichols’s work since 1986, construct markers in adpossessive constructions have consistently been included in head-marking. A CONSTRUCT MARKER is a grammatical marker that occurs on a possessed noun and indicates that it has an adpossessor, as illustrated in (21) (see Creissels, 2009a for general discussion). Hebrew and Anejom show a construct suffix, while construct marking happens by stem change in Mende.

(21) construct-marking adpossessive constructions

a. Hebrew

\begin{verbatim}
 tmuna-t    ha-yalda (cf. tmuna ‘picture’)
 picture-CSTR  DEF-girl
 ‘the girl’s picture’
\end{verbatim}

b. Mende

\begin{verbatim}
 ndopó-i   loko-i (cf. tokó ‘arm’)
 child-DEF  CSTR.arm-DEF
 ‘the child’s arm’ (Creissels, 2009a, p. 80)
\end{verbatim}

c. Anejom (Oceanic)

\begin{verbatim}
 risi-i    di?
 mother-CSTR  who
 ‘whose mother?’
\end{verbatim}

(Lynch, 2000, p. 58; discussed in Lichtenberk, 2009a, p. 256)

A construct marker is thus a kind of head-marker, but from the functional point of view (section 7), it is neither a concordant, as it does not reflect any class feature, nor a role-identifier, as it occurs on the possessed noun, which bears no particular role in the adpossessive construction. It is thus neither an index nor a flag.\footnote{17}

Construct markers indicate the possessive relation, but in a less than ideal way. It is thus not surprising that construct markers are fairly rare in the world’s languages. One can of course include them in the same category of markers as indexes (role-identifying bound person markers on the possessed noun), but the two have nothing in common apart from their location on the possessed noun.
9  Flagging does not include concordants

Another kind of marker that has a somewhat unclear position in the typology is CONCORDANTS on attributive adjectives (as in German kalt-es Wasser, 19a above), as well as on other adnominal modifiers. Concordants were included in the category of dependent-markers by Nichols (1986, p. 60; 1992, p. 50).

However, concordants are very different from flags, which form the bulk of dependent markers. They do not occur on arguments, but on modifiers, and they do not identify the role of the adjective (or other adnominal modifier). Thus, they have nothing in common with flags, except that both are located on the “dependent”, if one wants to group modifiers together with arguments as “dependents” (for which there are no really good reasons, as we saw in section 6).

Nichols (1986, p. 61; 1992, p. 51) tried to establish a parallel between adjective-noun constructions and argument-verb constructions by claiming that both can be either dependent-marked or head-marked. As head-marked adjective-noun constructions, she cites the Persian Ezafe construction (e.g. küh-e boland [mountain-EZ high] ‘high mountain’) and a similar construction from the Salishan language Shuswap. But this construction type is extremely rare, and at least in Persian, there seems to be no syntactic evidence that the marker -e is in fact postposed to the noun, and not preposed to the adjective (küh e-boland), because it never occurs when the adjective does not follow the noun overtly.18 Thus, we do not even have particularly good evidence that a construct-type strategy even exists in adjective-noun constructions.

Rießler (2016, p. 41-42) claims that in addition to construct-state markers on nouns modified by adjectives, languages may have ANTI-CONSTRUCT STATE markers on attributive adjectives which do not occur on predicative adjectives (e.g. Kildin Saami ēl’l’es’ pērrht [tall-ATTR house] ‘a tall house’). These would be dependent-markers on adjectives that are not concordants, but again they are very different from flags.

One may suspect that the important differences between concordants on modifiers and flags were recognized by Nichols herself, because adjectives and their marking are not mentioned in the 2005 WALS chapters by Nichols & Bickel. In this way, Nichols herself seems to have moved away from a strictly locus-based typology to something more similar to the indexing/flagging distinction.

10 The notion of indexing solves a serious problem with head marking

As I already noted in Haspelmath (2013, section 7), the concept of head-marking in constructions like (22) is sensible only if the nominals payum ‘men’ and narmaŋ ‘women’ occur overtly. In such a case, one could indeed say that “the morphological marker of the syntactic relation is attached to the head of the constituent” (Nichols 1992, p. 49), i.e. to the verb.

(22) Yimas
Payum  narmaŋ  na-mpu-tay.
man.PL  woman.SG  3SG.PAT-3PL.AG-see
‘The men saw the woman.’ (Foley, 1991, p. 193)

But conominals need not occur in Yimas, as in the overwhelming majority of languages with person indexing of verbal arguments. The sentence in (23), without any conominal, is perfectly grammatical.

(23) Na-mpu-tay.
    3SG.PAT-3PL.AG-see
    ‘They saw her.’

Here it would be very strange to say that the person prefixes are “morphological markers of the syntactic relation”, because the person prefixes express the arguments on their own. It is the arguments themselves that occur on the head, not any “relation markers” that would be somehow distinct from the arguments.

One might of course try to save the view that head-marking person forms are relation markers by saying that the real arguments are zero pronouns which are syntactically present but not overtly pronounced (i.e. that the arguments have been “pro-dropped”, or are “null pronouns”, as in the virtual-agreement view mentioned in §4 above), but the primary motivation for this would seem to be to make Yimas-type languages look more like German or English. I see this as a serious flaw of the head-marking view.

A much simpler view of cross-indexes like the Yimas prefixes in (22)-(23) is that they express the arguments, and that the nominals in (22) are conominals that jointly express the arguments, i.e. that such sentences involve double expression of arguments (Haspelmath, 2013, section 5.4). If this view is adopted, it is no longer possible to regard constructions like (22) as situations where the syntactic relation is “marked on the head”, i.e. the mirror-image view of head and dependent marking breaks down.

On the conventional view, is tempting to say that dependent-markers express syntactic roles, while head-markers merely point to the arguments by agreeing with them in person, number and gender. But this would not do justice to person indexes. As is already implicit in the taxonomy in (20), person indexes are role-identifiers as well, not merely concordants like adjectival gender markers. This can be seen in the glosses of the person indexes in (24)-(27), which are not limited to person-number combinations (3SG, 3PL, 1SG, 2SG, 3SG), but also code role information (PAT, AG, SBJ, OBJ, POSS)

(24) Yimas
    Na-mpu-tay.
    3SG.PAT-3PL.AG-see
    ‘They saw her.’

(25) Swahili
    ni-li-ku-ona
    1SG.SBJ-PST-2SG.OBJ-see
    ‘I saw you.’ (= 18a1)

(26) Yucatec Maya
    u
    3SG.POSS name
    ‘his name’ (cf. 5a)
These examples are not in any way unusual: Much more often than not, person indexes carry information about the role of the argument (especially agent or patient, subject or object, or possessor). It is true that possessor indexes are often identical to agent or patient indexes (Siewierska, 1998), but since the possessor indexes occur on nouns, this does not lead to any problems in role identification. There are some cases where subject and object indexes are identical in shape and distinguished only by position (as in the case for most of the person prefixes in Swahili, 5a), but this is not typical.

Thus, one might even be tempted to say that role-identifying person indexes have “flagging included in them”. For example, Yimas na- could be seen as a person form “combined with a patient-marking flag”. This would not be completely wrong, and the difference between Yucatec Maya u ‘his’ (a proclitic possessive index) and Russian ego ‘his’ (a nonclitic possessive pronoun) is only that u is a bound element, while ego is a free element. However, in the framework of comparative concepts that is presented here, this is not possible, because flags occur by definition on nominals, and person indexes are not nominals (again by definition, because nominals must be free forms). One might of course choose different comparative concepts, but it seems to me that the current set gives the best match with existing terminology, while at the same time being fully coherent.20

11 Conclusion

In this paper I have discussed the relation between the comparative concept pair head/dependent marking (Nichols, 1986; 1992) and the closely related concept pair indexing/flagging. I have given clear definitions of the latter and pointed out some difficulties with the former. In particular, the abstract notion of “head” is not well-defined, and there does not seem to be a good reason to base one’s typology on the place of the marker, rather than on the function, as argued by Lehmann (1983; 1985) and Croft (1988; 2001). By contrast, flags and indexes can be readily characterized as role-identifiers (pure role-markers on nominals, and role-markers combined with person markers, respectively), as opposed to concordants (adnominal “agreement” markers), which only serve to indicate relatedness and have no role-identifying function (section 7).

The idea that a language may holistically be characterized as “head marking” or “dependent marking” is by now fairly widespread, but in fact, given the rarity of construct markers (section 8) and the low profile of gender/number concordants (section 9) in the relevant discussions, it seems that such holistic characterizations can usually be replaced by “indexing-prominent” and “flagging-prominent”, respectively.

As I noted at the beginning, my primary interest is in identifying grammatical universals. In this paper, I have not really made progress toward this goal, though I already noted in Haspelmath (2013) that the notion of indexing is a crucial ingredient to a number of universals. I would expect that due to the greater clarity of the concepts
of indexing and flagging, it will be easier to state and test universals based on these notions than to state and test universals based on head/dependent marking. I would be proven wrong if it were shown, for example, that dependent-marking in attributive adjectives (as in *kalt-es Wasser* ‘cold water’) correlates significantly with dependent-marking of other types. And I would be wrong if it could be shown that some universal generalizations make crucial reference to the distinction between adpositions and case-markers (however it is drawn). But this is a topic for future research.
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**Abbreviations** (apart from those in the Leipzig Glossing Rules)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AG</td>
<td>agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSTR</td>
<td>construct form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUR</td>
<td>durative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAT</td>
<td>patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RL</td>
<td>realis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Notes

1 Helmbrecht (2001) is a useful overview article, but it does not discuss possible alternatives to Nichols’s typology.

2 In a typological context, the term flag was first used in Haspelmath (2005), adopted from the Relational Grammar literature (e.g. Aissen, 1987, p. 11). Since the edited volumes Malchukov et al. (2010) and Malchukov & Comrie (2015), the terms flagging and indexing have become better known and more widely adopted. Other general terms comprising both case-markers and adpositions that were proposed earlier (but did not catch on) are NP-marker (Andrews, 1985, section 1.2.2) and relator (e.g. Dik, 1983).

3 In a language-particular context, there is often no problem because in some languages two different descriptive categories can be easily distinguished. Thus, in Czech, Prepositions always precede their complement nominal, while Case-markers always follow the host noun. (Recall that the proposals of this paper concern exclusively comparative concepts for language typology.)

4 Another terminological strategy that has been employed is to use the term case-marker (and case-marking) as a cover term for both case and adpositions (e.g. Siewierska (2004, p. 47): “case marking may be analytic via adpositions, synthetic via affixes or suprasegmental via tone or stress”; Croft (2001, p. 199): “Relational morphemes include case markers (including adpositions) ...”). But such non-transparent terminology is confusing and should be avoided if possible.

5 However, some generative grammarians have also argued for conflating cases and adpositions in a single category (e.g. Asbury et al., 2007).

6 Moreover, flags that are traditionally regarded as adpositions may also show complex behaviour. For example, French has a rule saying that Masculine country names take the Preposition à to convey a locative sense (e.g. au Togo ’in Togo’), while Feminine country names take the Preposition en (e.g. en Chine ’in China’). Here, a feature-based approach would seem to be required by Corbett’s criteria, with an abstract value LOCATIVE that is realized by à or en depending on the morphosyntactic context.


8 See Haspelmath (2014) for some discussion of Van Valin’s paper.

9 Note that I use (person) index only for person forms (when they are bound), not for other bound elements that may play a similar role. Thus, Russian has gender-number markers on past-tense verbs (e.g. deti igra-li [children play-PST-PL] ’the children played’), which are traditionally called “agreement markers”; but these do not contain person information and are therefore not indexes.

10 Note that French tu is not an independent personal pronoun, unlike Spanish tú and German du, in that it cannot occur on its own (though it has of course the same diachronic source as Spanish tú). It is a preposed person index, as indicated by the clitic boundary symbol in (13c).

11 The literature often mentions the fact that toi tu veux [you 2 SG want] is quite normal in colloquial French, but in the standard language, the closest counterpart is a dislocation construction (toi, tu veux ’you, you want’), with an additional extrACLausal element (which does not count as a conominal).

12 The lack of consensus concerning criteria for head status is illustrated by the controversy between Palmer & Brown (2007) and Lichtenberk (2009a) about the head status in Oceanic adposessive constructions.

13 Until the early 1990s, many linguists thought that head-dependent relations were relevant for explaining the Greenbergian word order correlations, but since Dryer (1992) and Hawkins (1994), it has become clear that branching direction, not head-dependent relations, offers a suitable general concept for explaining the word order correlations. Thus, the concepts of head and dependent are dispensable for typology.

14 The term government is more commonly used for the subset of argument relations in which the verb determines the way in which the argument is flagged, e.g. when one says that a verb governs a dative argument (cf. Lehmann, 1983, p. 351; Kibort, 2010, Section 4.2.3)

15 They do not group modifiers into modifier classes reflected on concordants attached to modified nouns – presumably because nouns come in a much greater variety than modifiers, and this variety is often very salient (especially sex-based gender, but also animacy and shape). This explanation is of course quite speculative, but I find it plausible enough to mention it in this footnote (note also that the most frequent modifiers are demonstratives and articles, not adnominal adjectives, and demonstratives come in even less variety than adjectives).
Nichols (1992, pp. 48-49) similarly distinguishes between markers that INDEX features of one word on another (= concordants), and markers that CODE syntactic roles (= role-identifiers), but she does not spell out how these relate to head/dependent marking. (Note that Nichols uses the term indexing in a rather different sense, more like concord or agreement, not like indexing in (7). For “indexing” in Nichols’s sense, see also Evans & Fenwick, 2013.)

Nichols (1986, p. 58; 1992, p. 49) says that such markers "simply REGISTER the presence of syntactic dependency".

Moreover, the Ezafe marker also occurs between a postnominal adjective and another postnominal modifier, as in *mardom e xašmgin e Tehrân* [people EZ angry EZ Tehran] ‘the angry people of Tehran’ (Samvelian, 2007, p. 610), i.e. it is by no means restricted to “marking the head”.

Nichols (1992, p. 48) seems to adopt the virtual-agreement view when she says that in a construction like Latin *am-o* [love-1SG] ‘I love’, the person suffix “indexes certain features of one word on another”. (See Haspelmath, 2013, section 7 for further discussion).

While flags thus cannot occur “inside indexes”, they can occur inside other flags. In older Indo-European languages, adpositions (= a kind of flag) may require a particular case-marker (= another kind of flag), as in Latin *cum amic-is* [with friend-PL.ABL] ‘with the friends’, where the prepositional flag *cum* requires the Ablative flag on the complement nominal. This is not unlike the prepositional flag *because* in English, which requires the flag of on the complement nominal (e.g. *because of the friends*). And occasionally, indexes may occur inside flags, as in Welsh *amdan-a i* [for-1SG me] ‘for me’, *amdan-o fe* [for-3SG him] ‘for him’ (King, 1993, p. 272) (see Bakker, 2005 for the world-wide distribution of such “adpositions with person indexing”). Strictly speaking, these cases require a modification of the definitions given in (6)-(7), but since they are not prominent, I have left the definitions as they are now, for ease of comprehension.
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